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Did you know that in 2020, the number of 

IoT-connected devices will reach 38.5 billion, 

compared to 13.4 billion in 2015, meaning a 

rise of over 285%*? For the Internet of Things, 

the eUICC (embedded UICC) plays an elemental 

role. However, the standardization process is 

still underway and everyone in this ecosystem 

is facing new challenges: How to access the 

UICC when it’s permanently soldered into the 

device? How to make RSP (remote SIM provi-

sioning) reliable? How to assure that the old 

processes and technologies also interoperate in 

the new world? How to prove that changing an 

operator profile works as intended?

In recent years, we at COMPRION have worked 

intensively and passionately to find answers to 

these questions. We have established dedicated 

teams in our company that invent and implement 

testing concepts for the M2M and consumer 

device worlds. And we have come up with testing 

approaches, solutions, and development tools 

that will help you to manage these challenges and 

get your products and services ready for rollout. 

All this will be covered in this new issue of the 

TESTABILITY TIMES. 

A second industry driver that kept us busy is mobile 

payment. With the new EMVCo December release, 

EMVCo-accredited test labs depend on highly au-

tomated and reliable test solutions. Discover what 

makes our EMVCo solutions so special and how 

they support you during EMVCo type approval.

Furthermore, the magazine presents our latest 

features and product developments, services, as 

well as company and industry news. We hope you 

enjoy reading this new issue!

Yours sincerely,  

Michael Wehmeier

Managing Director

* Source: Juniper Research, July 2016

billion
IoT-connected devices in 2020
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Mobile Device Mobile Device Public Transport

Alignment of NFC standards

GSMA TS.27 NFC Handset
Test Book – Mobile Device

NFC Requirements

NFC Forum –
Mobile Device

Testing Requirements

CEN ISO/IEC 14443/18092 – 
Public Transport Requirements
for Contactless Ticket Readers

Ensuring globally interoperable e-ticketing services with the mobile phone

Aligning the GSMA 
and NFC Forum with 
ISO Standards for 
Public Transport
The key to ensure NFC interoperability 
between NFC mobile devices and 
public transport readers 



Over the last 10 years, ticketing services in the public transport sector using NFC 

technology have become more and more popular. Using the smartphone to access  

public transport services brought together two industries with NFC standards which 

were not fully compatible. This has led to interoperability problems between mobile 

phones and contactless ticket readers. To combat these diverging tendencies, it is 

essential that all involved standardization bodies align their technical standards. 

Two Industries – Two Different Standards

Contactless smart card ticket readers deployed 

by the public transport industry are based on 

the contactless standards ISO/IEC 14443 and 

18092. However, the majority of existing mobile 

devices on the market were designed and tested 

against NFC Forum specifications. Although the 

specifications by NFC Forum were based on the 

ISO standards, they showed slight deviations, 

especially within the analog specification. Due 

to technical differences between NFC Forum 

Analog and ISO/IEC 14443 specifications, it was 

not possible to ensure full interoperability between 

the NFC Forum-compliant mobile devices and the 

contactless ISO readers installed in the transport 

industry. That led to a poor user experience and 

consequently to a weak acceptance. A user who 

has tried to use eTicketing by mobile phone and 

has failed for a couple of times will never try again.

The Approach: Ensuring Interoperability 

by Defining One Binding Standard

Since there is no certification program by ISO, 

the GSMA and NFC Forum negotiated if and how 

an alignment could be reached. In order to estab-

lish future NFC interoperability between mobile 

devices and transport infrastructure, the GSMA 

initiated a series of “NFC Transport Workshops” in 

2014. The NFC Forum and the transport industry 

(CEN, ISO, STA, and Public Transport Associations) 

worked together to find a common standard for the 

NFC analog requirements and testing procedures. 

First Achievements – Aligning ISO and 

NFC Forum Standards

 The NFC Forum Analog specification V2.0,

 which was published in June 2016, is aligned 

 with ISO/IEC 14443 

Claus Andre Madsen

Business Development 

Manager

 The corresponding NFC Forum test specification 

 and test cases were introduced into the GSMA

 TS.27 NFC Handset Test Book and added to the 

 GCF (Global Certification Forum) Work Item

 236 in June 2016.

 Starting 2017, mobile device vendors will 

 be required to certify their devices according 

 to the new test specification.

 A cooperation agreement between the 

 NFC Forum and the GCF has been signed. 

 From now on, GCF and NFC Forum labs can 

 run NFC Forum test cases and recognize test

 results  across both organizations.

 COMPRION introduced its NFC Forum Analog

 Test Solution at GCF.

As a result, NFC mobile devices which are 

designed and tested according to the new 

V2.0 NFC Forum Analog specification can be 

used as a platform for fare media and card 

reader systems according to ISO/IEC14443, 

ISO/IEC18092 (FeliCa).

The final goal of the ongoing work is to further 

improve the worldwide public transport sector 

so that passengers can quickly and easily board 

while fare collection and access work seamlessly 

and are handled accurately. Once finalized, NFC 

is the perfect key technology to deliver a smooth 

and positive user experience regardless of the 

country and the transport system.    

NFC Alignment | Industry Insights | 05



With the introduction of the eUICC and the 

rise of the Internet of Things, the industry has 

reached a major turning point. For decades, 

the SIM life cycle in telecom was shaped by 

an ecosystem with fixed roles and established 

processes. During the manufacturing process, 

the SIM was personalized by the SIM card man-

ufacturer with the required MNO-specific user 

profile. Once activated in the field, whether it 

was part of a mobile phone or an M2M device, 

the SIM was limited to be used with only one 

MNO. In case of a provider change, the obsolete 

SIM was thrown away and exchanged by a new 

one. With the introduction of the eUICC, this 

old model is history.

Reshuffling the Cards

Yes, the “cards” are being reshuffled – really in 

the truest sense of the term! As the new SIM 

is embedded, the provider cannot be changed 

anymore by swapping the card itself. This fact 

implicates new challenges for all players of the 

ecosystem. New players enter the game. The roles 

of all parties and the responsibilities involved are 

undergoing a change. The new SIM life cycle again 

starts with the (e)SIM manufacturer. However, the 

vendor loads only a basic personalization profile 

onto the SIM, with the big difference that the 

actual personalization is performed once the de-

vice with the embedded SIM is already out in the 

field. Besides the traditional MNOs, new potential 

players from the M2M realm like connected car 

manufacturers, OEMs, and IoT solution providers 

buy and integrate (e)SIMs into their products. 

These new players have to make sure that all in-

teroperates properly. This is especially important 

as the (e)SIM cannot be accessed anymore after 

the soldering process. Built into a car, for example, 

it has to function over the whole life time of the 

vehicle. That means, as troubleshooting is not 

possible, it is very important to do it right from the 

start – in order to prevent costly product recalls. 

Extensive integration and interoperability tests 

are the base for this.     

eUICC – Dawn 
of a New Era

06 | Industry Insights | eUICC
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Working Remotely – the Next Challenge

Once soldered, the eSIM can only be managed 

and provisioned remotely. As there are so many 

components involved in this process, like the 

eUICC, mobile device, mobile network, and differ-

ent servers such as MNO, SM-DP(+), and SM-SR 

or SM-DS, testing the provisioning scenario is the 

second important building block to pave the way 

for a seamlessly working ecosystem.

A Standardized Approach – 

Make the Ecosystem Work Reliably

The standardization work – the important base 

for a wide acceptance – is nearly finalized. In 

2014, the GSMA released the first specification 

targeting on the M2M use cases. At the end of 

2015, the first consumer device specification 

followed.  The respective test specification is 

currently under development and expected to be 

finalized by spring 2017 the latest.

Within the scope of the GSMA’s specification 

work, GlobalPlatform is responsible for the quali-

fication of the eUICC card interface as part of the 

M2M test specification. 

In addition, the SIMalliance has already released 

the eUICC Profile Package, an interoperable 

format that describes how the subscription data 

has to be built. 

Working Together with the Expert

COMPRION experts are part of the test specifica-

tion development. We use the expertise we have 

gained over the last decades to meet the tech-

nical challenges connected with the eUICC and 

remote provisioning. Based on this expertise and 

the resulting test specifications, COMPRION has 

developed a comprehensive portfolio of testing 

products. Our tools and solutions enable the 

different stakeholders to test the areas they are 

responsible for and make sure that all components 

work reliably together.    

Susanne Wecker

Product Marketing 

Manager

SIM World

eSIM World

Personalize

End of
Subscription

DistributionManufacture
SIM

Provisioning
Profile

Select/
Change MNO Usage

Manufacture
SIM Select MNO Personalize Distribution SIM

Activation Usage End of Life
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Stay Healthy (Consumer Devices)

A new generation of connected con-

sumer devices supports you to stay 

healthy. Based on the miniaturization 

of the eSIM, small devices like a smart 

watch or even sportswear itself can be 

equipped with an eSIM to track your 

exercise and send the data via a cellular 

connection to the cloud. Even more 

important, monitoring other health data 

on a regular basis, like blood pressure or 

glucose could help you to improve your 

quality of life and the condition of 

your health. 

 

Enjoy City Life (M2M)

In city life, we will see smart trash 

cans that detect when they are full 

and inform the garbage collectors 

when they need to be emptied. Parking 

lot management will be much more 

efficient. When intelligent parking lots 

detect that they are available, they 

report it to central management.

Help the Agriculture (M2M)

As a result of the high pressure on ag-

ricultural resources, farmers will need 

better information to make the most 

of their investment. The use of M2M 

systems gives farmers remote access to 

detailed information, for example, re-

garding soil conditions, their equipment, 

the weather, and the health of livestock 

and crops.

How the eSIM Makes 
Our Life Smarter

eUICC | Industry Insights | 09



Today, mobile data communication is used in two rather different 

environments: machine to machine (M2M) and consumer devices. 

M2M is the communication of two machines without any human 

interaction. Consumers obviously show a different behavior than 

machines and have specific requirements. That’s why the GSMA 

has created two different sets of eUICC standards.     

Remote SIM Provisioning 
of eUICCs for M2M and 
Consumer Devices

10 | Product Insights | Test SIM Simulator10 | Industry Insights | M2M & Consumer Devices Environment



The Two 
GSMA Specifications

M2M

In 2014, the GSMA (supported by many 

leading operators, two major M2M alli-

ances, and a large number of equipment 

manufacturers) finalized the GSMA 

Embedded SIM Specification that 

regulates the remote SIM provisioning 

for M2M. The key idea of this attempt 

was to agree on a single, common, and 

global approach to speed up growth 

in the M2M market. The latest GSMA 

specification delivers a standardized 

subscription management architecture 

that guarantees profile interoperability: 

a basic prerequisite allowing all ecosys-

tem players to work on common ground.

Consumer Devices

In January 2016, the GSMA released 

the first version of a specification that 

allows consumers to activate the SIM 

embedded in a device such as a smart 

watch, fitness band, or tablet from 

a remote location. With the SGP.21 

RSP Architecture 1.0 and the SGP.22 

Technical Specification 1.0, the GSMA 

delivered the first important building 

block that can be used for implementa-

tion in simpler products. In June 2016, a 

second version of this specification has 

been released introducing an extended 

feature set. The next step is creating a 

test specification that is expected to be 

released in spring 2017. COMPRION 

is part of the Test Expert Team (TET) 

drafting this document.

i
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M2M Environment 

The characteristic of M2M communication is that no user interaction is required.

The profile management activities are pushed exclusively by the MNO or service provider.

To allow remote access to an M2M eUICC, the 

GSMA has specified several key entities:

 The Subscription Manager Data Preparation

 (SM-DP) securely packages and encrypts the pro-

 files, and manages the installation of these profiles 

 within an Issuer Security Domain Profile (ISD-P) 

 onto the eUICC using the ES8 interface. Download 

 and installation are protected by credentials 

 shared between the SM-DP and the eUICC.

 The Subscription Manager Secure Routing

 (SM-SR) ensures the secure transport of both,

 eUICC platform and eUICC profile management

 commands in order to load, enable, disable, and

 delete profiles on the eUICC using the ES5

 interface and the card-based Issuer Security 

 Domain Router (ISD-R).

GSMA eUICC architecture in M2M environment

 The Mobile Network Operator (MNO) owns

 the profile and initiates procedures as profile

 download, enabling, disabling, or deletion.

 The eUICC Manufacturer (EUM) issues 

 the eUICC certificate for a specific individual

 eUICC that enables eUICC authentication and

 certification to other entities. 

Off-card interface                              eUICC interface

12 | Industry Insights | M2M Environment



ES6ESeum

ESop
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ES15

ES2+ES12
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SM-DS
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Consumer Device

EUM

CI

SM-DP+

LPD

eUICC

LUILDS

Operator

End User

ES8+ ES10b

Consumer Device Environment

Users of consumer devices like smartphones or wearables want to choose their carrier. 

Hence, they want to decide, which profiles should be available and activated on the eUICC. 

This requires the following individual roles and 

entities within the consumer device environment: 

 

 The End User plays the role of a decision-maker

 who triggers the RSP procedure.

 The Local Profile Assistant (LPA) is part of the

 device, connected to SM-DP+/LDS and directly 

 to the eUICC, and taking the end user requests. 

 Once triggered, it initiates the profile download 

 and controls the execution of the respective 

 profile management actions on the eUICC. The 

 LPA consists of the Local User Interface (LUI), 

 Local Profile Download (LPD), and Local

 Discovery Service (LDS).

 The LDS is also part of the device and connects

 to the Subscription Manager Discovery Service 

 (SM-DS) to look for available SM-DP+ server events.

Matthias Krampe

Product Marketing 

Manager

GSMA eUICC architecture in consumer device environment

Enhanced interface                              New interface                              Existing interface                              Interface out of scope

 The Subscription Manager Data Preparation

 (SM-DP+) securely packages, encrypts, and

 binds profiles to devices/eUICCs and provides

 these profiles for download onto the eUICC

 using the ES8+ interface.

 The eUICC Manufacturer (EUM) issues

 the eUICC certificate for a specific individual

 eUICC that enables eUICC authentication and

 certification to other entities. This is done by

 the help of the “root of trust” entity, called 

 Certificate Issuer (CI).     

Consumer Devices Environment | Industry Insights | 13



Smart test solutions stand out because they 

can be adapted easily to specific test tasks and 

environments. This is particularly beneficial when 

many different components are involved in the 

communication. In the eUICC environment, these 

could be for instance, several back-end servers, 

the mobile network, and the mobile device with 

the embedded UICC. When testing in a real-life 

environment where nearly all real components are 

available, the test setup is fundamentally differ-

ent from testing in a lab environment. MNOs, for 

example, are able to use their own (test) network. 

In contrast, providers of OTA servers or other 

back-end servers might not have access to test 

networks. Therefore, COMPRION has decided to 

design its test solutions as modular as possible. 

We offer suitable simulations for all components. 

Let’s take the network, for example: If available 

and desired, the real network can be used. With-

out a real network, a network simulator enables 

testing of eUICCs embedded in a real mobile 

device. Alternatively, consider using COMPRION 

Network Bridge, a software-only solution that 

requires neither network components nor devices 

and is especially helpful when working with serv-

ers and unsoldered eUICCs.

The functionality of eUICCs used in the M2M envi-

ronment differs substantially from that of eUICCs 

used in consumer devices. The modularity imple-

mented in the COMPRION test solutions and soft-

ware tools allows meeting both needs by changing 

or adapting the relevant simulation modules:

Testing the eUICC 
Environment with 
COMPRION

The Basis of Our eUICC Solutions: 
Modular Testing Approach

14 | Product Insights | eUICC Solutions



Modular Structure of the eUICC Test Solution 

for the Consumer Device Environment

Modular Structure of the eUICC Test Solution 

for the M2M Environment

Back-end
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Real
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or or

or

or
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Mobile
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++

M2M Device
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SM-SR
Simulation
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Packet
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Mobile
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++

Operator
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Based on this modular approach and the expertise in (e)UICC testing, COMPRION designed various 

test solutions. As we offer tools to connect the eUICC directly to the server, we ease the life of eUICC 

manufacturers. Moreover, we enable device manufacturers to control and test remote SIM provisioning 

scenarios and allow them to access the eUICC already soldered into a device.

COMPRION Tools for eUICC 
and Remote SIM Provisioning

The benefits of COMPRION’s modular test 

approach are reflected particularly in test tasks 

where the test environments differ significantly 

for each use case or scenario. The latter applies, 

for example, when testing one of the most delicate 

practicalities: remote provisioning of an eUICC. 

Thus, the individual requirements can be met by 

the great diversity of combinations when selecting 

real or simulated back-end servers. COMPRION’s 

RSP Test Platform provides the suitable test envi-

ronment for all entities involved: M2M modules, 

smartphones with soldered eUICCs, back-end 

servers, and eUICCs. 

RSP M2M Test Platform
The flexible platform for advanced testing of M2M remote SIM provisioning (RSP) scenarios

Example of an RSP M2M Test Platform configuration for SM-SR change testing

SM-DP
Simulation

SOAP

SOAP

TCP / UDP Link

HTTPS / SMPP

TCP / UDP Link

HTTPS / SMPP

TCP / UDP Link

Packet Data /
SMS / APDU

ISO 7816

TCP / 
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SOAP
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Network
Simulator

Network

SM-SR
Simulation

Network
Simulation

Control

RSP M2M Test Platform

Mobile Equipment & UICC

M2M device eUICC
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The eUICC Profile Manager allows users to man-

age (load, delete, enable, disable), view, and modify 

the profiles of an eUICC even if it is soldered. The 

eUICC Profile Manager is a modular tool that 

can be used to manage the content of eUICCs 

efficiently throughout their life cycle.

The Profile Loader module comes with a varie-

ty of simulated servers (and other entities) and 

enables users to load, enable, disable, or delete 

profiles from consumer devices or M2M eUICCs. 

As it supports the latest versions of the SIMalli-

ance eUICC Profile Package Interoperable Format 

Test Specification, it is useful for MNOs and both 

eUICC and server manufacturers. Device or mod-

ule manufacturers use this tool to prepare devices 

with (soldered) eUICCs for their testing needs.

On the other hand, the Profile Explorer module 

enables users to view or apply changes to the 

content of stored and enabled profiles. It scans 

complete file trees of UICCs or eUICCs and even 

supports updating individual EFs from remote. 

Furthermore, remote file and application man-

agement capabilities (RFM/RAM) scripts can be 

initiated from the same convenient user interface.

The eUICC Profile Manager can be used in 

different environments. Over-the-air updates 

are enabled by help of a connection to a real or 

simulated network. The latter could be provided, 

for example, by an R&S CMW290 or CMW500 

running in callbox mode. Thus, it becomes possible 

to modify content of (e)UICCs even when they are 

soldered into an M2M or consumer device. If the 

eUICC is not soldered, the COMPRION Network 

Bridge can be used to perform the same actions in 

a much simpler setup.

eUICC Profile Manager  
The modular tool for efficient eUICC life cycle management

eUICC Solutions | Product Insights | 17



Setup for Consumer Device testing with COMPRION Network Bridge

COMPRION Network Bridge establishes 

a direct connection between non-soldered 

(e)UICCs and back-end servers. Hence, it is the 

ideal tool to enable end-to-end tests in a simple 

setup. It comes with simulations of the essential 

network components, simulated mobile equip-

ment as well as a simulation of the LPA for con-

sumer device support.  

COMPRION Network Bridge
The lean software solution for testing remote provisioning capabilities of non-soldered (e)UICCs
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No further equipment is required to enable 

anyone working with non-soldered eUICCs, 

including server manufacturers, MNOs, device 

or eUICC manufacturers, to quickly connect 

a server to a card and run RSP, RFM, or RAM 

operations. Logs of such transactions are dis-

played in a well-structured user interface. They 

can be processed and analyzed even further in 

COMPRION's popular monitoring software, 

including the OTA Remote Management Trans-

lator. Thus, analyzing and understanding remote 

provisioning APDUs becomes more convenient 

and requires less expertise.



To offer reliable services, it is vital to ensure the 

interoperability of all involved components, e.g., 

by reducing the risk of incompatibility between 

eUICC and back-end servers. The industry has al-

ready agreed on conformance standards in some 

places at the GSMA and SIMalliance. COMPRION 

offers the related compliance test benches.

M2M Environment

We offer a GlobalPlatform-qualified test solution 

for M2M eUICCs that helps to prove interopera-

bility and eUICC-card compliancy according to the 

GSMA SGP.11 Remote Provisioning Architecture 

for Embedded UICC Test Specification. 

Consumer Device Environment

For eUICCs used in consumer devices, COMPRION 

offers a comparable test bench according to the 

GSMA requirements defined in GSMA SGP.22.  

If the eUICC is not soldered, just a PC/SC reader 

and a card adaptor are necessary to connect it to 

the Device Test Center software. If the eUICC is 

already soldered, COMPRION offers a solution 

that includes transport channel simulators for 

Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication and the inte-

gration of a network simulator.

Tests for Both Areas

SIMalliance has released a test specification for 

a global-binding profile description format. This 

is another important step in the direction of 

exchangeable eUICC content that works on both 

eUICC platforms. COMPRION was part of the 

group that defined the test specification and is 

now working on implementing the tests. 

Conformance Test Packages
The best way to ensure compliancy to the latest eUICC and remote SIM provisioning standards

COMPRION enables you to design your 

own special test environments. You are free 

to integrate real components, or to model 

parts of the environment using the matching 

simulators. Occasionally, however, there are 

customer requirements that are so specific 

that they call for a dedicated test solution. 

COMPRION’s customer solutions team is 

happy to assist you in building specific solu-

tions that solve your individual technological 

challenges. We fully utilize the various options 

provided by the continuously enhanced range 

of eUICC test tools and the flexible infra-

structure including APIs.

Did You Know That COMPRION Also
Offers Customer-Specific Test Solutions?

i
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The UICC plays a central role within mobile communication

because it offers a secure way to authenticate mobile devices 

to the network. Certification bodies such as GCF and PTCRB 

have defined globally binding certification criteria to ensure 

that the latest smartphones, handsets, and mobile devices 

work correctly with the UICC. Most of these UICC-related 

tests are so-called combined device tests, meaning that be-

sides the UICC interface, the air interface is also involved.

Combined Device Testing 
with COMPRION SIMfony – 
New Features, New Tests 

20 | Product Insights | COMPRION SIMfony Family



In 2007, COMPRION has introduced its first

conformance test platform for (U)SIM/(U)SAT 

mobile device testing by involving not only the 

UICC simulator but also the Anritsu MD8470A 

network simulator for 2G/3G radio access tech-

nologies. At the time, the solution was revolu-

tionary as it was the first system of its kind that 

integrated the network simulator seamlessly

in the setup, thus easing the complex testing task.

Since then, the COMPRION SIMfony family has

been continuously enhanced with tests covering

also W-CDMA, LTE, and GSMA TS.27 Handset

Test Book as well as MNO-specific requirements

and integrating a variety of different network

simulators (Anritsu MD8475A, R&S CMW500,

Spirent C2K). Nowadays, COMPRION SIMfony

is the most popular conformance test platform for

testing the UICC interface in mobile devices. Here

you see an overview of the latest enhancements:

New REFRESH Tests for R&S CMW500 and

Anritsu MD8475A

COMPRION SIMfony has been expanded by

implementing support for REFRESH-related

test cases from GCF WI-230. These test cases

have been specified inside the 3GPP WG CT6

in 2015 by COMPRION, on the request from

network operators. They also make use of Rel-12

USAT feature refresh enforcement policy if this is

already supported by the terminal.

New MLAPI for R&S CMW500 Enabling En-

hanced VZW Testing

Following the evolution of R&S CMW500,  

COMPRION SIMfony CMW500 will be migrated

to the latest MLAPI version. With the support of  

the new version, all IMS-related test cases will 

also use the R&S integrated IMS server on 

CMW500. This will affect mainly test cases based 

on the latest version of the Verizon Wireless LTE 

Device-UICC USIM-ISIM interaction test plan and 

the SMS over IMS related  test cases from 3GPP 

TS 31.124 for PTCRB RFT-092.     

COMPRION SIMfony Family | Product Insights | 21



Network
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or
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Processor
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Furthermore, new USAT test cases based on the

latest version of the same test plan have been 

implemented and verified.

These test cases are based on Rel-10 and Rel-12

features of 3GPP TS 31.111 / ETSI TS 102 223

related to enhanced features for BIP, also known 

as Bearer Independent Protocol.

GSMA TS.27 NFC Handset Test Book

Enhancements for Anritsu MD8475A and

R&S CMW500: Remote Management, BIP

COMPRION SIMfony is continuously enhancing

the coverage for expanding requirements coming

from the GSMA TS.27 NFC Handset Test Book. 

Beside the support of BIP test cases on  

COMPRION’s UICC simulator (UT³ Platform or alternatively IT³ Prove! or Prove 2) is the central element of
the combined mobile device test ensemble. The network simulator is controlled by the COMPRION test tool.

COMPRION SIMfony Family 

The most popular conformance test platform  

for the UICC interface of mobile devices

 Based on COMPRION UICC simulators

 - UT³ Platform (conformance)

 - IT³ Prove! and Prove 2 (pre-conformance)

 Integrated network simulators for all 2G, 3G,  

 and LTE networks

 Validated at GCF and PTCRB

 Test case packages for every relevant

 GCF work item

 All test procedures controlled by one GUI

 - Convenient test case management

 - Easy-to-use log file handling

 Automated test procedures

i
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Jürgen Fischer

Lead Technical Advisor 

COMPRION SIMfony in combination with An-

ritsu MD8475A network simulator with release 

R5.0.4, our customers are also able to execute 

BIP test cases on COMPRION SIMfony in com-

bination with R&S CMW500 network simulator. 

Latest developments include new test cases from 

GCF WI-214 and PTCRB RFT-123. These test 

cases ensure the proper operation of BIP over 

the cellular network when a terminal is connect-

ed to Wi-Fi.

One further step towards full coverage of the 

GSMA TS.27 NFC Handset Test Book test cases 

will be COMPRION SIMfony support for remote

management test cases to verify data download-

ing to the UICC over the air using BIP in combina-

tion with SMS services.

New GCF WI-266 for USIM/USAT interwork-

ing with NB-IoT Rel-13  

For the new generation of Internet of Things 

(IoT) terminals complying with the new 3GPP 

Rel-13 NB-IoT radio access technology (RAT), 

COMPRION is a supporting company at GCF 

for this recently approved work item. We have 

also taken over the lead at 3GPP WG CT6 to en-

hance the related test specifications TS 31.121 

and TS 31.124 to cover this new RAT.  

The work at CT6 is expected to be completed  

in Q1/2017 and the first version of the related  

test cases on COMPRION SIMfony can be ex- 

pected shortly after the standardization work 

has been finalized.

Support of 3G USIM/USAT Test Cases on

R&S CMW500

Many customers showed a strong interest in 

the support for 3G USIM/USAT on the R&S 

CMW500 network simulator. We are happy  

to see that the implementation is progressing 

well and we are expecting finalization of the  

3G test case implementation on CMW500  

by mid of 2017.

COMPRION SIMfony 
in the eUICC World

Testing the UICC interface of mobile

devices with a soldered UICC with re-

gard to the different 3GPP/3GPP2 radio 

access technologies gains more and more 

importance. As the supplier of the most 

popular conformance test platform for 

UICC testing, COMPRION is prepared 

for the increasing market demand. We 

are adapting SIMfony test cases so they 

can be run over the air without a direct 

physical access to the UICC interface for 

terminals using an eUICC.

In cooperation with some of our cus-

tomers, we have already provided a 

proof of concept regarding USIM test 

cases from 3GPP TS 31.121, testing the 

interoperability of the USIM interface in 

mobile devices carrying an eUICC.

In a next step, we expand this work to 

the USAT test cases defined in 3GPP TS 

31.124. 

i

Maintenance Software for Anritsu MD8475A

For Anritsu MD8475A, COMPRION will support 

the recently announced Anritsu system software 

V6.20a.
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Challenges of Testing Mobile Payments

The mobile payment market is growing and revolu-

tionizing how to pay at the register. With increased 

complexity resulting from the interaction of many 

different point-of-sale terminals, banks, devices, 

and applications, pin-pointing the root cause of 

mobile payment issues can be a challenge.

To produce actionable results, testing often re-

quires tracing of communication protocols during 

test execution. Normally, this requires a laptop 

and a cable connected to the device and possibly 

other large pieces of equipment. While this is the 

traditional approach in a lab, it is not feasible in 

the real point-of-sale (POS) environment. Using 

a laptop or any special equipment connected to a 

smartphone during a payment process – to cap-

ture NFC-related protocol information – will draw 

A Case of
Trust: Our New 
TraceCase!

attention and raise security concerns from shop 

owners and customers.

Yet, field test of mobile payment solutions (or any 

other NFC-based service) under real-life condi-

tions is essential to ensure that customers can 

trust the payment service.

The New TraceCase – Small, 

Inconspicuous, Convenient 

COMPRION TraceCase – 

developed in collaboration 

with P3 communications –

is the perfect tool for live 
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Markus Michelt, 

Global Manager for 

Device Testing P3

About P3 communications

P3 communications is the leading inter-

national consulting, engineering, and 

testing services company in the aviation, 

automotive, telecommunication, and 

the IoT industries. Based on many years 

of experience, P3 is recognized as the 

proven market expert and knows exactly 

the challenges of field testing (to test 

a product or service under conditions 

of actual operation or use). Essentially, 

every product will be tested before mar-

ket entry to ensure proper functionality 

and performance.

P3 engineers perform field tests in 

many countries around the world – 

combining local know-how and technical 

expertise. The P3 experts test and ana-

lyze the functions and performance of 

smartphones – but also from connected 

cars, smart meters, WLAN devices, and 

IoT devices.

capturing of the contactless interaction between 

smartphones and the point of sale. The tool is a 

smartphone case that houses an existing device and 

is equipped with proven NFC tracing technology. 

Small & Discreet

TraceCase captures the transaction data of 

a mobile purchase at the POS, without a laptop or 

additional equipment. The whole tracing process 

happens in a very inconspicuous way without 

affecting the daily business of the merchant.

Easy to Use in the Field

The tracer is completely stand-alone; the system 

is battery-powered, operated by a mobile app, and 

all of the captured data is stored on the device. 

No Intrusion

Tracing with TraceCase has no influence 

on the mobile payment transaction itself. 

Quick Analysis

Once collected, the payment transaction data 

can easily be analyzed with COMPRION Inter-

operability Test Center or COMPRION MoVie 

software, allowing engineers to identify and solve 

issues observed in the field.    

i
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While many people love the idea of revealing very per-

sonal information in social media like Facebook, some 

become very reluctant and cautious when asked to pay 

their groceries with a contactless bank card or smart-

phone. Payment is a very tricky aspect in everyday life, 

because it is existential. 

Contactless Payment: 
Trusting Is Good. EMVCo 
Testing Is Better! 

Testing Builds Confidence

Reliable and stable communication over the contactless in-

terface is the core of any smooth customer experience. How 

to hold your contactless bank card or smartphone against 

the POS terminal? In the best case, this doesn’t matter, 

because both communication partners are well tested, and 

RF reception is good. COMPRION offers the test tools for 

product approvals of all devices involved.    

Swantje Missfeldt 

Product Lead for

EMVCo Test Solutions

Total Revenue of Global Mobile Payment Market 2015~2019

Revenue (in US$100 million)

2015 2016 (E) 2017 (F) 2018 (F) 2019 (F)

Source: TrendForce, Feb. 2016
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Rise in mobile payments – increased demand in testing
 
The rise in the number of smartphones leads to a rise in mobile pay-
ments. COMPRION observes that test laboratories prepare globally 
for future increase in testing demands for both the payment side 
(smartphones) as well as for the acceptance side (payment terminals).  

              Revenue (in US$100 million),   E: Estimate,   F: Forecast 

Source: TrendForce, Feb. 2016
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 Feature Advantage Benefit

 Qualified robot positioning 
 system: accurate and
 proven by measurement
 uncertainty study

 High level of confidence of 
 the vendor product due to 
 the high level of accuracy 

 Saves time and resources
 for accreditation, no robotics
 expertise required

 Monitoring data
 captured directly and 
 independently

 No need for “spy” antenna
 Less disturbance/deviation
 No need for manual action

 Higher repeatability
 Improved quality for 

 inter-lab comparison

 Only system with 
 “Live Logs” – results 
 during test case execution 

 See issues immediately  Saves time, targeted analysis

 Fastest test case 
 execution (based on 
 NFC Forum comparison) 

 Run more tests in same time  Fewer test operator hours 
 per product approval
 Earlier breakeven of invest

 Automatically generated 
 Analog Scope traces & 
 EMVCo measurements 

 Simplified analysis of the
 physical parameters
 Immediate traces for visual

 proof of measurements

 Faster analysis & debugging
 Reduced time to market
 Concentrate on vendor 

 support

Type approval for Terminals (PCD) = 
Accept Payment

Mobile Phones or Cards (PICC) = 
Perform Payment 

Analog = testing
the signals like 
voltages or timings

EMVCo PCD Analog Test Solution EMVCo PICC Analog Test Solution

Digital = testing 
the protocol 
implementation

UT³ EMVCo PCD L1 Digital Test Bench UT³ EMVCo PICC L1 Digital Test Bench

PCD= Proximity Coupling Device,  PICC= Proximity Integrated Circuit Card,  L1= Level 1 

 EMVCo Product Approval for Contactless Payment Devices 

Highlights of the EMVCo Test Solution Made by COMPRION 

1

2

3

4

5

Under
Qualification
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From time to time companies such as mobile 

network operators (MNOs) or service providers 

have to change the content of a UICC after it has 

already been distributed and installed on the con-

sumer’s device. They use the over-the-air (OTA) 

mechanisms as a core for secure remote manage-

ment of files and applications. Remote file/appli-

cation management (RFM/RAM) can be done by 

using three different transport protocols: HTTPS, 

CAT_TP, or SMS-PP (see figure 1).

Discovering Malfunctions & 
Inconsistencies in Remote 
Management of UICCs

Figure 1: Protocol stacks

Remote Management Application Layer (APDU)

Secured Packet Structure (SCP80) Secured Packet Structure (SCP80)HTTP

CAT_TPTLS (SCP81)

BIP SMS-PPBIP

RAM/RFM over CAT_TP RAM/RFM over SMS-PPRAM/RFM over HTTPS

How the OTA Remote Management Translator Supports 
You in Ensuring  Reliable OTA-Based Services
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OTA View Highlights:

 Support of all relevant protocol types

 Visualization of most important 

 layers of protocol stacks

 Synchronization of different 

 layer views

Ralph Kamp 

Product Lead for Inter-

operability Test Solutions 

Obviously, remote management operations 

are critical, because malfunctions can cause incon-

sistencies and momentous errors or even lead to 

wasted equipment. Thus, comprehensive testing is 

needed, as well as the facility to analyze the com-

munication for debugging purposes. COMPRION’s 

OTA Remote Management Translator enables the 

user to display and analyze the complete OTA com-

munication. It decrypts and unwraps data pack-

ages, sets them to the right order of command 

and response pairs, and 

translates them into a hu-

man-readable format. The 

OTA Remote Management 

views are available for 

COMPRION's monitoring 

and handset test tools.

The Remote Management 

view represents the high-

est level of communication 

based on one of the three 

protocol stacks mentioned 

above. As you can see 

in figure 1, each protocol stack is composed of 

various layers and specific encrypting/decrypting 

algorithms. This is implemented in COMPRION 

OTA Remote Management Translator by dedicat-

ed layer views in order to visualize the complete 

data processing chain. In addition, comfortable 

key management is integrated that enables the 

operator to manage the security key as defined in 

the specifications. For example, the operator can 

create and manage security domain hierarchies 

(see figure 2). 

The transmitted information can only be 

decrypted by OTA Remote Management 

Translator if the test operator enters the cor-

rect encryption key. The key can be either saved 

together with the monitored data or it can be 

entered for the current session only. In this case, 

the operator has to reenter the key every time 

a saved session is reopened. Test operators can 

decide which level of confidentiality is required 

(see figure 3).

When the correct key is entered, the data is 

decrypted and can be easily analyzed by the user 

due to the very detailed information. The various 

layer views are synchronized; when a user clicks 

an item in one view, the corresponding entry in 

the different views is also highlighted.     
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An Insight 
into the Daily
Work of Our 
Support Team
Testing is a very complex task. It 

encompasses a variety of stand-

ards and technologies, tons of test 

cases as well as the operation of 

different test tools. Our support 

team is here to answer the ques-

tions that might arise while you 

are testing. We handle all requests 

whether it is a product-related 

topic, a technical issue, a question 

regarding one of our systems, test 

result evaluation, or questions 

related to standardization. 

More than

2,300 Support 

Requests in 2016

15%

Standardization
Questions

15%

Interface
Handling

20%

Test Tool 
and Software 

Installation

Others

10%

Log File 
Analysis

40%
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Andreas Weine 

Head of Support Team

How Our Support Team Works

When you contact us via  email 

(support@comprion.com) or the contact form 

on our support website, a ticket system automat-

ically collects all enquiries and assigns a unique 

ticket number. You receive an automated email re-

sponse containing all the relevant data, including 

ticket number and an abstract of the question. It 

also asks for product details such as serial number 

and version, and the system configuration.

Workshops

COMPRION has built up a global network of 

sales and support specialists as well as distribu-

tors speaking the national language that are 

able to serve you locally. Together with them, 

we organize a variety of technical workshops 

that inform you about the latest standardization 

developments and technical requirements. 

For dates and locations, please visit 

www.comprion.com/company/events/

Trainings

We also offer trainings that help you to 

become familiar with the multitude of 

possibilities offered by our systems and their

operation in the day-to-day testing process.

Please contact your local sales representative 

or support@comprion.com.

Then, the generated support ticket with the ticket 

number appears on the dashboard of the ticket 

system. All support team members worldwide have 

access to the dashboard. This way, we ensure that 

you receive a fast, individual, and competent answer.

In the event of very tricky product- or technology- 

related queries, our support team can rely on a 

pool of in-house experts. However, during the sup-

port case, you as a customer will only communicate 

with your assigned support contact. 

After the 
problem has 
been solved, 

the ticket will 
be closed by the 
member of the 
support team

Problem 
analysis

If required, 
request of ad-

ditional log files 
etc. for further 

analysis

Contact 
with product 

or technology 
experts if 
necessary

Result and 
conclusion 

submission to 
the customer

Request 
handling at 

COMPRION
 by using a 

ticket system

Handling of a support request

What Makes Us so Special?

 Supporting you is in our DNA!

 Every request will be handled with

 the same passion.

 If you find our tools or the test specs 

 wanting, we’ll take care of the problem. 

 We are always at your side, and we will 

 show you how to get the most out of

 our comprehensive feature set.

i
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Of course, conformance testing is important. It guarantees that the device under test

adheres to the standards. However, compliance testing is just one part of the story. Many 

chipset manufacturers want to extend their testing coverage during the development 

phase on the analog or protocol level. System integrators, for example, from the automo-

tive or the consumer device industries, often use NFC modules that are already tested 

against the standards. To ensure that the integrated system still works properly and 

interoperates with other systems, they run specific test cases, for example, with the goal 

of ensuring a useable operating volume.  

Testing Beyond the Standards – 
Ensuring NFC Interoperability
With the Contactless Testing API
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Who What for

Manufacturers
of chips, readers 
& tags

 RF signal optimization
 Test of protocol implementation
 Performance and quality 

 improvements
 Quality assurance

NFC system  
integrators

 For testing that the integrated 
 system works as intended
 Testing analog characteristics

Providers of 
testing services, 
consultants

 Testing of project-specific
    requirements 

Application 
developers

 Testing the full communication 
 chain, incl. NFC interface

Whom Does the System Help, and How?

For such use cases, COMPRION offers an NFC 

lab testing system based on CLT One hardware 

that supports the engineers in the development 

labs. The system consists of a new easy-to-use pro-

gramming interface for COMPRION simulators, 

the Contactless Testing API. It allows developers 

to write their own use-case-specific test cases 

for products using contactless technologies: for 

readers/writers as well as tags. As the API uses 

the programming language C#, there is no need 

to learn an additional tool-specific language. In 

addition to the signal generation capabilities, it also 

allows the usage of powerful features to analyze 

the communication, such as COMPRION' s Analog 

Scope and the integrated monitoring software. 

Exploit the Outstanding Features 

of COMPRION Test Platforms

 Development support of time-critical processes

 Highly accurate and reproducible test results

 Superior analog measurement abilities (Analog Scope)

 Wide range of analyzing capabilities due to

 customized communication analyzers

 Precise configuration of the reader's RF 

 signal parameters     

Ralph Kamp 

Product Lead for

NFC Test Solutions
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New Headquarters: Interview with Dr. Maeser

TESTABILITY TIMES (TT): 

Why is COMPRION now 

building new headquarters?

Dr. Torsten Maeser (TM): 

This has a couple of reasons: 

First of all, our company has 

been steadily growing so that 

our present headquarters, which 

we’ve been renting for 7 years, 

is way too small. We’ve already 

been renting additional offices in 

neighboring buildings for the past 

3 years. We are lacking both offic-

es and conference rooms. It is not 

favorable for our internal com-

munication and collaboration to 

be spread over several buildings. 

Since we haven’t found suitable 

office space for rent, we decided 

to build our own headquarters.

TT: Tell us a little more 

about the architecture

TM: Our new building has been 

planned with special focus on en-

ergy efficiency and sustainability. 

It complies with the passive 

house standard. Which means 

that it is superinsulated, has so-

lar panels on the roof, advanced 

window technology with triple 

glazing, and a combined heat 

and power unit (cogeneration). 

The building is designed in such 

a way that is open for extension, 

should the number of staff con-

tinue to grow in the future. 

TT: What are the 

benefits of working in 

the new headquarters?

TM: Our new headquarters will 

be considerably bigger and de-

signed in such a way to strength-

en teamwork among the staff. All 

the offices house two employees 

and the work teams will be 

placed together. Every office 

floor (that means team floor) has 

its own kitchenette and meeting 

point for daily stand-up meetings 

or chat. Additionally, we will have 

enough conference rooms of suf-

ficient sizes, which we’ve been 

missing for some time, too.

TT: When will the move 

take place?

TM: We are planning to move 

into the new building in March 

2017.    

Dr. Torsten Maeser 

Founder & 

Managing Director

CORPORATE NEWS COMPRION 2017
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Being One Step Ahead

In recent years, the mobile eco-

system has been driven by a rapid 

technological evolution resulting 

in a massive impact on converging 

environments of our everyday life. 

To keep up with the challenging 

velocity, COMPRION empha-

sizes innovativeness not only in 

product development, but also as 

a holistic corporate concept. This 

drive to improve allows us to build 

the smarter product together.

Growing from Within

Being one step ahead always 

means anticipating tomorrow’s 

needs. Besides our customers' 

requirements, this applies

especially to our employees. 

Hence, apart from lending an 

ear to our staff members as well 

as encouraging them to contin-

uously enhance their skills, we 

provide dedicated support to 

young talents. That is why we 

now offer two young people 

the opportunity of a three-year 

apprenticeship in our company. 

Both are training to be an appli-

cation developer. As part of our 

development team, they actively 

contribute to the creation and 

advancement of our test systems.  

Encouraging “Girls4IT”

Women make up about 20 % 

of the COMPRION employees. 

One of our goals is to increase 

this figure in the future. That is 

why we co-initiated “Girls4IT”, a 

local initiative aiming to increase 

young women’s enthusiasm for 

information technology. Accom-

panied by a dedicated mentor, 

the participants are invited to 

spend their school holidays at 

COMPRION and get in touch 

with this very exciting job area.

Fostering Creativity

Paderborn – home of the 

COMPRION headquarters – 

is known as the city with the 

Andrea Wnendt

HR Development  

Manager

highest IT concentration in 

the federal state of North Rhine-

Westphalia, accommodating 

over 300 IT companies. To 

ensure that future generations 

will also profit from the strong IT 

position, COMPRION supports 

different local projects that 

strengthen the creativity and 

innovativeness of young IT 

talents. At the coding event “PIT 

Hackathon”, for instance, inter-

ested youngsters collaboratively 

created executable systems in 

a short period of time, accom-

panied by our mentors. All in all, 

promoting the next generation 

is very important for us in order 

to preserve and extend our 

cutting-edge performance.     

Promoting the Next Generation
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